Research Beyond Borders (RBB) explores emerging science and technologies, for and beyond our core therapeutic areas, to create new opportunities and capabilities for drug discovery and development. RBB will help facilitate Boehringer Ingelheim’s timely and efficient entry into new research fields to develop solutions in areas of high unmet medical need for the benefit of patients.

RBB integrates both internal and external insights and opportunities, and explores new models for collaboration, to bring together the talents and capabilities of our scientists with the strengths of scientists around the world.

Partnering interests include:
- Regenerative Medicine: New targets, or methods for identifying targets, implicated in the mobilization and/or differentiation of endogenous stem cells/progenitor cells
- Hearing Disorders: Exploration of mechanisms/targets involved in hearing disorders to develop solutions for this high unmet medical need
- Microbiome: Identification of novel bacteria and bacterial products; and establishing their causal role in human health and disease

If you share our goal of researching and developing new medications to improve the health of people around the world please join us in...

Working together for better health
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